NATURE increasingly popular but thoroughly unphysiological conception of Localisation. Were not the current notions respecting organ and function very chaotic, and were not the indispensable artifice of analysis mistaken for more than an artifice which demanded rectification by synthesis, we should marvel to witness so many eminent investigators cheering each other on in the wild-goose chase of a function localised in a cerebral convolution. I will not, however, dwell on this point here, because it is one which would require a long discussion. It is only mentioned as :1. general caveat, and as leading up to the main question of cerebral excitation.
In l 870 Hitzig and Fritsch startled the scientific world by announcing that the universally accredited notion of th e brain not being excitable was an error. The most eminent experimenters had declared tl1at mechanical, chemical, and electrical stimuli were utterly powerless to excite the grey matter ; and many a writer pointed to the paradox of the chief organ of sensation being insensible. \Ve rr,ay here note another example of the common confusion of sensibility with pain ; the brain was said to be " insensible " because no cutting, burning, pricking, or galvanising of it yielded evidence of pain; whether other evidence of sensibility might have been present was not asked. The utmost the experiments could prove was that the brain was not excitable by these abnormal means, though excitable by the very different normal means of peripheral stimulus. And even this conclusion Hitzig and Fritsch upset, by demonstrating that there were certain regions of the cortical substance which were excitable by electricity, as proved by the movements following such excitation ; and the other " non-excitable regions " they interred to be also excitable, though in another way, narnciy, by the production c,f sensations ( Vorstellunxm).
This was an epoch-making discovery. Experimenters in Germany, Italy, England, Switzerland, France, and America, quickly verified it, although differing among each other both as to the particular facts, and their interpretation. Among these followers the chief place must be assigned to Dr. Ferrier, both for the extent and the precisio:1 of his results ; accordingly the names of Hitzig and Ferrier are usually coupled in speaking of the new hypothesis that various mo\Or centres are lo :ated in particular spots of the cerebral cortex.
Although I have called it an epoch-making discovery, because I believe it will ope11 a new track for the anatomical and physiological interpretation of the nervous mechanism, which will one day enable us to follow the whole pathway of stimulation, instead of-as at presentleaving us with the vague conception that " somehow" the cerebrum determines movements by setting the motor apparatus in action, I do not think that the hypothesis of motor centres in the cerebrum is tenable ; nay, more, I do not tlzink that Hitzig aiid Ferrz"er have proved the 1;rey substance to be excitable. It is one thing to admit that the brain is excitable, another to admit that the excitation so effected is effected by calling into activity the special property of the grey substance_ We do not consider the fauces to be the centre of vomiting, although tickling the fauces will be followed by retching. We do not consider the centre of laughter to be located in the sole of the foot, because tickling the sole causes laughter. Something more is needed; and it is p~ecisel v this ome-th~g more which the Hitzig-Ferrier hypothesis has yet to find, namely, the anatomical connection of the so-called centrP. with the motor apparatus.
Has any proof been adduced that the electrical stimulus first acts on the cortex, and then-by the stimulation there produced-on the white substance, which in turn acts on the motor ganglia? 1Vone tl1at withsta11ds criticism. Knowing as we do that if the cortex be removed, or destroyed, the electrical stimulus neverthdess on reaching the white substance determines the same movements whic11 had previously been determined when the stimulus was applied to the cortex, we may fairly ask : What proof is there that the current does not pass throu,1;h the cortex (as through any other conducting medium) without exciting its activity? That it does simply pass through the cortex is probable on two grounds : (I) only the electrical current causes an excitation ; mechanical and chemical stimuli have no such effects, because they cannot pass through the cortex to reach the white substance ; (2) it is a wellknown law that the propagation of neurility, uulike that of electricity, takes place only at insensil.Jle distances: if the nerve be divided, and the two cut surfaces be brought into the closest possible contact, there is still no propagation of the excitation from one surface to the other ; whereas electricity passes freely aci-oss the cut surfaces. Now here Dr. Burdon Sanderson's decisive experiment, formerly referred to, comes, as I said, to cut the very ground from under the Hitzig-Ferrier hypothesis. "If that part of the surface of the hemisphere which comprises the active spots is severed from the deeper parts by a nearly horizontal incision made with a thin-bladed knife, and the instrument is at once withdrawn without dislocation of the severed part, and the excitation of the active spots thereupon repeated, the reslllt is the same as when the surface oj the 1mi11jured o'1/fa7l io-acled upon" (Proceedings of the Royal Society, No. 153). Here the interruption caused by the incision, while it must have completely prevented the propagation of 1zeural excitation, <lid not prevent the propagation of the electrical current. Clearly therefore tlie simple passage tlzrouglz the cortex will explain all the effects of electrical stimulation. Clearly therefore some other proof is needed before we can assign the motor effects to an excitation of the cortex. The arguments of are all set at nought by Dr. Sanderson's experiment ; and on the physiological and histological views now adopted I do not see how Dr. Sanderson's experiment can be brought into agreement with the motor centre hypothesis.
Neve rtheless, although I say that the preliminary fact of excitation of the cortex is not proved by Hitzig and Ferrier, I do not myself doubt tha t fact, although my reasons will sound so paradoxical that I must wait for another article to give them expression. GEORGE W ITH the publication of Jac?b Grimm's "German , Grammar" the comparative study of language entered upon a new period of existence. Bopp and the other great founders of Comparative Philology had been too busily engaged in laying the foundations of the science, in d etermining its main laws and principles, and in classifying whole groups or families of speech, to devote themselves to the minute and special investigation of single langusges, and trace therein the application and action of the laws they had formulated. But a time came when the work of the pioneer was finished, and when it was necessary for special scholars to elaborate the details of the new science and to strengthen or modify its conclusions by a patient examination of individual dialects. The old-fashioned "philology" which had professed to analyse the forms of a language, as preserved in its iiterature, had proceeded upon a wrong method and had ;iccordingly arrived at wrong results ; its area of comparison was too narrow and limited, its procedure was capricious and at haphazard, and its doctrines were based rather upon individual taste than upon inductive reasoning. When it was discovered, however, that language is ::i.s nmch subject to the action of invariable laws as the bodily frame of man, that every sound in the words we utter is due to conditions which can be accurately gauged and determined, the "philology" of the last century underwent a complete change. It stands to the modern science of language in much the same relation as alchemy stands to chemistry. The general laws of language which had been obtained by a careful and farreaching comparison of phenomena, were applied to explain and illuminate the facts presented by special languages, and these in their turn served to confirm or modify the generalisations already made.
Latin and Greek were naturally among the first to licnefit by the new method of treatment: Thanks to the labours of scholars like Curtius and Corsscn, the languages of ancient Greece and Rome have been placed in their true position, and probed, as it were, to their very rocts. Their grammatical forms have been explaineci a nd simplified, their words have been traced back to an epoch when they were the common heritage of the Aryan race, and their phonetic characteristics have been made to yield fresh testimony to the truth that the place and natnre of every consonant and vowel is the result of the working of undeviating laws. \Vhat, perhaps, is of still g reater importance, is the line that has been drawn between the literary and the linguistic value of the two classical'tongues. For purely philological purposes they are of less interest than many a savage jargon, the name cf which is almost unknown, and certainly than those spoken languages of modern Europe whose life and growth can be watched like that of the living organism, and whose phonology can be studied at first hand. The more or less artificial dialect of a literary class stands outside the ever-moving current of living speech; in proportion as it is impressed with the individualism of particular writers, it becomes unsuitable for scientific treatment. The greater the literary perfection of a language, the Jess is its importance to the mere glottologist. The value of Latin and Greek, and more especially of Latin, lies rather in the literature they enshrine than in the linguistic features they pre, ent.
·No language, however, can be wholly valueless or u?-intercsting to the student of human speech, and Latin and Greek, from the minuteness with which they have been studied, and the number and variety of monuments they have left behind them, have a special claim upon his attention when revivified and illuminated by scientific philology. The laws which have been ascertained by the observation of living utterance have been applied to explain the letter-changes of the classical tongues, and the comparison of their grammatical forms with those of the cognate languages has done much towards throwing light on the history of Aryan flexion and the vicissitudes through which it has passed. The innermost structure of the dead languages of Greece and Rome has been laid bare, and~ though there is much w hi_ ch will to the last resist analysis, the old mystery which enveloped the paradigrns and "rules" of our school grammars has been dispelled for ever. Dr. Baur's attempt to convey the results of a scientific investigation of Greek and Latin in the shortest possibfo form is highly successful, and those who are unable to read German ought to be grateful for the translation of the work. The book is essentially a useful one, and we hope it will be extensively read in our schools and universities. As the author confines himself very strictly to the two classical languages, the teacher need have no fear of the pupil's mind being confused by a reference to less-known tongues. Indeed the book suffers from a neglect of Sanskrit, with which Dr. Baur does n· ot seem to be acquainted. He has compiled the work, however, with German care and thoroughness, though, as is inevitable in a work of the kind, exception might be taken to some of his statements.
Thus no distinction is made between primitive Aryan kw and k, and the two sounds are accordingly confounded together in Greek and Latin words. Quies, for instance, can have no connection with the Greek Ketp.ai, Kwp.~, the English home, the Sanskrit 'si, but must go back to a d,fferent root. So again it is very questionable whether tbe characteristic r of the Latia passive is really the· reflexive pronoun se. In Old Bulgarian, it is true, we have divlya se, divisi st, "I admire myself," "thou admirest thy sell~" and in Lithuanian djvyju-s " I admire myself; " but the Old Irish characteristic of the passive is also r, and in Old Irish r cannot be derived from an earlier s. THIS is without question the most valuable contribution to the study of the Geometrid Moths which has ever come under our notice. The size of the work, the paper, and the classification of the introductory chapters are all that can be desired; as for the plates they are simply perfect, no pains having been spared to render them accurate even in the most minute details. 1 After the Introduction, a chapter is devoted to the History of the Family from the time of Linn:eus, a work demanding no little research, and which consequently must claim for the author the gratitude of all succeeding generations of lepidopterists : the only point in which we disagree with Dr. Packard is as regards the prominence which he gives to the" Tentamen" of Hubner, the value
